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Abstract

ample approaching and grasping hot or fragile objects, or to create virtual walls before traffic or
water
or other hazardous areas.
In this paper we discuss the real-time forcefeedback control structure for the VIDET system.
In this application the scheme for the controller
is defined as a dual cooperative task. The control force setpoint is derived from the human response interface, whereas the actuator position is
controlled in real-time so that the force setpoint is
maintained.
After introducing the application, the control
system architecture will be explained. Finally
the implementation and realization in MATLABSimulink is discussed.
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Figure 1: The VIDET haptic device is carried on
Real time, tension control, Virtual the back.

The control structure has the task to read the
thimble position and to apply a tension on the wires
when the thimble approaches a virtual surface in
1 Introduction
space. Therefore, another part of the ViDeT subsystem will define the reference database that is
The VIDET (acronym for Visual Decoder by
used by the control system as the virtual environTouch) is a haptic interface based on tensioned
ment of the surfaces in space. This vision subsyswires. The device has been developed to be
tem is described in more detail in [4].
tailored on the back of a human body in order
to obtain a portable haptic interface, that can be
As an illustration of the controller operation, the
used for achieving haptic perception by visually example of picking up a cup of coffee. Imagine a
impaired people. The VIDET project is explained visual impaired person who would like to grab a
more elaborously in [1] and [2]. Figure 1 shows a mug of coffee, that is located in front of him/her.
diagram of the system.
The stereoscopic vision system will create a virSuitable applications for the system are for ex- tual surface database of the frontal environment of
 Department of Electrical & Systems Engineering, 128 Sci- the person, one inch away from actual surfaces.
ence and Engineering Building,Oakland University. Rochester, During the free space movements, the wires are
MI 48309 USA.
kept under minimum tension, so that a correct com-
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Figure 2: Control system diagram.
putation of the finger’s position can be conducted.
This tension is weak enough to allow the user a
full freedom of movements. Reaching out with the
thimble to explore the environment, the person will
experience force feedback along a virtual surface.
The person will thus be able to precicely find the
coffee mug before touching it.

speed, two different control layers have been designed, with two adequate timing methods. They
are the wire tension control layer and the force
feedback control layer. They are the two dashed
boxed areas in Figure 2. The wire tension control
layer is implemented as an interrupt handler, and
the force feedback control in a Matlab-Simulink
model. The implementation and communication
When the thimble is “in contact” with the virtual
is graphically represented in Figure 4.
surface, a force is computed, which is proportional
to the penetration of the finger into the surface.
The force is calculated to be perpendicular to
the surface, which is the desired force that would
realize the correct feeling. However, this force
can be generated at the thimble only if its vector
lies inside the pyramid shape that is formed by
the wires. All other vectors will have negative
force components along some of the wires, so they
cannot be realized.
In the latter cases, the wires that would apply the
negative force are kept at a positive minimum tension, only to be able to wind the wire as the thimble
approaches. Different approaches can be thought
of to approximate natural force feedback. A more
in-depth study on the force control strategies is
described [3].

2.1 Wire tension control
This layer maintains the setpoint tension in the
wires. Three actuation modules are mounted on
the system in such a way that the enclosing pyramid
by the three wires is maximized.
Each module contains a main collecting pulley
and an idle pulley over which the wire is routed.
The idle pulley is connected to a small flexure beam
that is instrumented with a strain gauge bridge,
from measuring the wire tension. The collecting
pulley is driven by a worm gear speed reducer
with transmission ratio of 1:25, which connects to
a brushless minimotor. The construction of the
actuator is drawn in Figure 6.

The wire tension is maintained at setpoint level
by a real-time control algorithm. The implement2 Control System Design
ation for the algorithm is shown in the diagram in
Figure 4. A hardware clock generates CPU interThe control system has been designed from the rupts at a 200 Hz frame-rate. During each clock
above task requirements. For efficient computation pulse an interrupt handler will execute one control
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Figure 3: Control system diagram for the VIDET controller in Simulink.
sample step.

}

The implementation of the interrupt code in a
void UnInitVIDET(void) {
dynamic link library (DLL) to be used in MATLAB
outp(CMUX,0x19);
functions is given below.
_disable();
outp(0xa1,0x9d);
_dos_setvect(INTR,oldhandler);
void Controller(void) {
_enable();
for (i=0;i<3;i++)
outp(DISABLE_MOT,0);
torques[i]=(controls[i]-forces[i])*P[i];
initialized = 0;
}
}
void interrupt far
(*oldhandler)(__CPPARGS);

void far mexFunction(
int nlhs, Matrix *plhs[],
int
nrhs, Matrix *prhs[]) {
void interrupt far handler(_CPPARGS) {
double
far *sens_val;
function
int
motor,
n=1, m=3;
INTF = TRUE;
if
(initialized==0)
InitVIDET();
ReadPos();
if
(nrhs==0)
UnInitVIDET();
GetForces();
if (nrhs>=1) {
Controller();
motor = mxGetScalar(prhs[0])-1.0;
SetTorque();
if (motor<0 | motor>2)
INTF = FALSE;
mexErrMsgTxt("Invalid Parameter");
_enable();
}
outp(0xa0,0x20);
if (nlhs==1) {
outp(0x20,0x20);
plhs[0] = mxCreateFull(n, m, REAL);
}
sens_val = mxGetPr(plhs[0]);
if (motor<3 & motor>=0) {
void InitVIDET(void) {
sens_val[0] = positions[motor];
oldhandler=_dos_getvect(INTR);
sens_val[1] = speeds[motor];
_dos_setvect(INTR,handler);
sens_val[2]
= forces[motor];
_disable();
}
}
outp(0xa1,0x1d);
if (nrhs==2)
_enable();
controls[motor]=mxGetScalar(prhs[1]);
StopMotori();
return;
InitTimers();
}
initialized = 1;
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Figure 5: The Videt-System Wire-man, seen from
the front.

2.2 Force feedback control
Figure 4: Diagram of the real-time control structure in the windows environment.
The force feedback control layer derives new tension setpoints from thimble position and the virtual environment database. This layer computes
From the MATLAB environment, the execu- the kinematic formulation for deriving the thimble
tion point into the code is at the declaration of position in space from the wire lengths. The commexFunction. If the function is called for the parison with the environment database will solve
first time, the interrupt handler and the counters for the penetration depth into the virtual surface.
This virtual surface is created by the stereoscopic
will be initialized.
vision subsystem [4].
The function of successive calls depends on the
Since perceptual exploration is assumed to be
calling syntax. If two parameters are passed, the
tension control setpoint is set for the particular a relatively slow exercise, the sampling rate will
wire. If only one parameter is passed, then sensor be less than for the force control. Therefore the
values for position, speed and forces are returned simulation sampling rate of the Simulink software
will be used. Figure 3 shows the model diagram
for the requested actuator.
for the overall force feedback control system.
From the code it can be seen that the impleIn the diagram, the block VIDET Force Control
mented force control method is a simple first order P-controller. It is not hard for the system to communicates with the tension controllers, to set
become unstable, since the strings and the strain the wire tensions and read the wire lengths.
gauge bridge do have a certain spring coefficient.
The block VIDET Surface Interaction applies
The unstability can be noticed when the thimble the following coordinate transformations to comis mounted to a rigid anchor. The oscillation will pute the 3D location from the wire lengths,
eventually break the string.
However, the timble is a human interface and
the motion of a human hand has sufficient complience to damp the oscillations. More that that,
oscillations in the force control can be felt only
when a fast course motion manouver is demanded.
An alternative solution for force control has been
studied and will be discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 7: The general model for a DC-motor

Figure 7. When the axis of the motor is stalled,
the emf-feedback force is negligible. The signal is
drawn in gray in Figure 7.
Consider a co-axial winding construction where
the winding pulley is mounted directly onto the
motor shaft. Assuming relative slow perceptual
motion, this feedback gain can be reasonably ignored. Therefore, the current through the motor
coils is proportional to the torque that the motor
applies to the motor shaft.
With this assumption, the wire tension control
problem is translated into an electrical dc-motor
current control problem. The co-axial actuator
Figure 6: The wire actuation module
construction has been built for a 2-dimensional
VIDET. A thimble on two wires, can be moved
  "
! #$ ! #%  !
(3) across a surface, in which the virtual wall is represented as a curved boundary in the plane.
where $'& , $ ! and % ! are the non-zero actuator locExperiments show excellent capability for exations as can be seen in Figure 5. This block also
ploring an artificial surface with co-axial force
reads the virtual surface and computes the approcontrol. In Figure 8, the top-right figure is the
priate perceptual force for the timble.
curve for the artificially created boundary. The
The control strategies for computing the feed- bottom graph is the recorded 2D data points from
back force with the three wires is discussed in [3]. experimental exploration with the co-axial actuator construction. The graphs on the left in Figure
8 display the torques and the lengths for the left
and right wires respectively.
3 Co-axial Force Control
It was discussed in Section 2.1 that the current construction of the actuation module may show some
oscillations. Experiments have been conducted to
search for a different configuration of the winding
construction, that allows a more stable controller
design.

The disadvantage however, is that the dissipation
in the dc-motors is considerable, especially when
a reasonable feedback force is desired. the nonreversible construction in Figure 6 does not need a
constant current in order to apply a constant wire
tension.

Table 1 shows the average currents for the coTherefore the general second order dynamic axial (without sensor) and the irreversible (with
model for the brushless motor is considered. See force-sensor) actuator constructions. The table
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Figure 8: Experimental results when exploring a 2D virtual boundary surface
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Table 1: Typical currents per motor with and
without force-sensor.
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human perception, and a natural feedback force,
the typical load is measured as given in table 1.
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Since energy efficiency and perceptual force
feedback are the objectives for the project, the
VIDET system will be equipped with the current
actuator modules.
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